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DATES FOR THE TERM 

w/b 18.10.21 Parent Conferences. 

12.11.21 Children in Need—non uniform 

day! 

w/b 1.11.21 Yr 5 RSE parent meeting. 

w/b 8.11.21 Yr 1 & 2 parent meetings 

re. SATS and phonics. 

w/b 6.12.21 Phase 2 Show 

10.12.21 Flu vaccines  

w/b 13.12.21 Phase 3 and EYFS Shows 

20.12.21 Class parties 

21.12.21 Term finishes at 2pm 

Dates may change—check for updates! 

Next week is Parent Conference week! We are sure that you will enjoy speaking to staff about how the children are 

getting on at school. Please remember that, if you are having a phone call , it may appear on your phone as a ’Private 

Number’ so make sure you answer it!   If you are meeting in person then we hope you enjoy being back in your child’s 

classroom again.  Have a great weekend.                                                                                            - Jennie and Emma 

VALUES AWARDS 

Pink: Ayman- Equality - for being willing to talk to anyone and show he is listening. 

Sahir - Equality - for using kind words and treating people with respect. 

Green: Kayan- Equality-  for making sure that everyone feels included in his games. 

Layla- Equality - for always using kind words and a calm voice with everyone. 

Blue: Mersia– Equality—for being respectful and understanding of different beliefs 
in RE.  

Zaheer– Equality—for always treating others with respect and listening to their opin-
ions even when they are different to his.  

Orange: Ayman - Equality - for making sure to include all children in classroom activ-
ities when he is working in a group or pair. 

Reyah - Equality - for treating all children in Orange Class fairly and being open to 
their ideas or opinions when they may be different from her own. 

Lilac: Saarah- Equality– for always making sure no-one is left out on the playground. 

Dawud- Equality– for always using good manners and saying ‘good morning’ to eve-
ryone when he arrives at school. 

Purple: Nusrat - Equality - for supporting her Learning Partner when creating a fossil 
in Science.  

Sabiha - Equality - for always showing polite manners to her peers and to adults.  

Scarlet:   Wazeha-  Excellence- for drawing and labelling a fantastic monster in our 
‘Legends’ unit. 

Abu—Responsibility– for fantastic focus during lessons and encouraging his class-
mates to behave responsibly. 

Crimson: Sumayah - Excellence—for summarising paragraphs using her own words. 

Madeeha - Responsibility - for participating in class and reading loudly and clearly.  

Emerald: Shahir—Excellence—for giving an incredible speech for the School Council 
elections 

Raafi—Responsibility  - for giving his best in all lessons. 

Jade: Yusuf J– Responsibility—for being a speedy and efficient Tray Monitor.  

Amina—Responsibility—for being calm and organised whilst monitoring trays.  

Turquoise: Ayaan - Teamwork - for always working well with his Talk Partner.  

Anisa - Equality - for being a great example of how to be kind . 

Sapphire: Ibnul - Responsibility—for reading at home, participating well in discus-
sion and working patiently with others. 

Neha - Responsibility—for reflecting maturely on her learning and making com-
ments on exactly what she needs help with. 

ATTENDANCE—WEEKLY WINNERS 

EYFS -  Phase 1 - Red 90% 

Phase 2 - Blue 97%                Phase 3 - Sapphire 97% 

LOST PROPERTY 

Please ensure that your children’s clothes 

are clearly marked with their name so 

that, if they lose anything, it is easy to find. 

We have LOTS of matching jumpers, cardi-

gans and other items of clothing in our 

Lost Property at the moment.  

HOUSE POINTS 

Everest 

815 

Kilimanjaro 

802  

Snowdon 

812  

Ben Nevis 

814 


